Flotsam and Jetsam
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Welcome to the Argyll and Bute Beach Forum quarterly e-bulletin. The Argyll and Bute Beach
Forum is a project run by The GRAB Trust (as part of our Beaches and Marine Litter Project).
Our main aim is to raise awareness of the impacts of and reduce beach and marine litter and to
support communities to take action by cleaning beaches. We hope you will find our e-bulletin
interesting. The bulletin is also available by post and on our website.

Dunoon and Helensburgh (Ben Appleby)
What a busy winter we have had in Dunoon and Helensburgh. The run up to the holidays
was jam-packed with visits to schools from both areas and we visited some new schools
which was fantastic.
As the country geared up for the December festivities, GRAB brought new workshops to
Argyll schools. In the UK we produce a third more waste in December than at any other time
of the year. We talked about how it can be possible that we use
enough wrapping paper to almost get to the moon, how we waste
54m plates of food and how we most pollute our seas.
Comparing Christmas to other celebrations such as Hanukkah and
Eid, we played games, used a microscope to look at micro plastics
and discussed how the ways that we can make small changes can
have a big impact on our waste.
Can you guess the single biggest source of marine micro-plastic pollution?
Answers in an email to ben.appleby@argyll-bute.gov.uk let’s see how many pupils can get it
right.
Helensburgh Art Hub, Lomond Primary, Cardross Primary, Luss Primary and Kirn
Primary heard the stories of Iona and the Sea, the fearsome Davy Jones, Shony the
Sea God and how marine plastics affect our wildlife. Some of the kids created wonderful
pieces of art to accompany our story.
A big thank you to all the Schools who have invited
us in this term: Luss Primary, Hermitage Primary,
Cardross Primary, Hermitage Academy,
Kilcreggan Primary, Rhu Primary, Kirn Primary
and Lomond Primary.
In the New Year we are going to be looking more
closely at micro-plastics in some new STEAM
workshops. We look forward to seeing you all
soon.

Mid-Argyll & Kintyre (Kerry MacKay)
After some slight technological delays we are off to a great start in my new role as Project
Officer for Mid-Argyll and Kintyre. It has been a pleasure visiting each and every one of you
and I hope you have all enjoyed the workshops as much as I have!
My first school visit was to lovely Carradale Primary with the beautiful Carradale Bay right on
their doorstep. We were lucky to have a beautiful day for a beach clean which included an
MCS survey of the beach with the children in small groups collecting litter with an adult
recording the finds on the MCS form. Our combined efforts collected a total of 2.25kg of litter.
Back at the school we settled into the warmth for an exciting Story workshop followed by the
pupils drawing illustrations for the story. They drew some wonderful illustrations and now have
their very own copy of the story. As a keen scuba diver I love sharing all sorts of stories about
my adventures so when they asked about the underwater world they were fascinated that I
was a diver and the stories I had of my adventures underwater; much like our story’s main
character, Iona’s, adventures.
Getting into the festive spirit, Clachan Primary joined me for a Waste-Free Christmas
workshop. We discussed lots of ideas and tips to reduce your waste over the festive season,
from gifting vouchers rather than ‘things’, to using last year’s Christmas cards as this year’s
gift tags, and alternative tree ideas. Everyone was really engaged and I was pleased to find
they had already put a lot of thought into how they could be less wasteful at Christmas. We
then upcycled household ‘junk’ and natural materials like twigs and pinecones into some
fantastic Christmas decorations. While crafting we discussed pitfalls like glitter and how buying
materials just to make things can be wasteful when there is so much that can be used already
in the house and garden.

Waste Free Christmas creations by Clachan Primary

Southend Primary invited me on a short trip in the minibus to the beautiful Dunaverty
Bay. We did an MCS survey and general clean of the beach, collecting 1 kg of litter. A quick
Limpets game finished off our session at the beach with lots of hilarity. Back at the school we
did the Reduce your Waste workshop, discussing simple swaps, the problem with packaging
and the 3R’s. This included the Recycling Relay game where in teams the pupils take turns to
use the litter pickers to grab a card from the middle. When all the cards are gone they match
the cards into pairs of products and their more eco alternatives; a great game to run around
while getting some great ideas of easy swaps. I’m very pleased to hear that Southend Primary
plan to adopt Dunaverty Bay and look forward to helping and joining in many future beach
cleans.

Glassary Primary beat Southend with the minibus experience though! We drove almost
an hour to the stunning Kilmory beach for an MCS survey and beach clean. We collected
1.75kg of litter and played the limpets game before heading all the way back to the school. It
was well worth all the driving though. After lunch we did the Plastic World workshop, looking at
the global problem of plastic in the oceans and the technologies that have been developed to
address the issue. This includes the Fishing for Litter game where speed and accuracy with the
litter pickers can win your team a prize.
Glassary Primary were so keen they invited me back for another day of fantastic learning. In
the morning I worked with P4-7 doing a Waste Free Christmas workshop followed by the new
World Climate Summit workshop. This new workshop involves the children role-playing as
world delegates in the UN Paris Climate Summit, discussing and deciding their emission
targets that I program into the simulator to see if they can agree to limit global warming to 2 oC
or less. This workshop highlights the global scale of the issue and response needed, while also
highlighting the inequalities of the world with the rich countries getting tables and chairs and
the poorest countries sat on the floor. The children got really engaged with the simulator and
were rather disappointed when time was up.
After lunch I did a story telling and drawing workshop with the P1-3 class. They enjoyed the
story and got creative with their drawings. We even had megalodon sharks and a ‘save the
sharks’ news article drawn by the pupils. So thank you for all your hard work learning so much
in all these workshops!

Glassary Primary P1-3 drawings

Achahoish Primary are the big thinkers of this season. They arranged a joint beach
clean with the local fish farm Hendrix Genetics. I was invited to help them do an MCS survey
with the pupils working closely with the fish farm employees. We then expanded to a general
beach clean including the area they have developed into a beach school space. We collected
a total of 10kg of litter plus a large heap of tangled netting and rope. We finished on the beach
with a Limpets game and looked at some dogfish egg cases we’d also found. Huge thanks to
the employees of Hendrix Genetics for their great work participating and supporting the
school. They have even written an article about the event that I believe was published in the
local paper on the 13th Dec, I hope you spotted that and enjoyed the read. Back at the school
I was invited to stay longer and do a workshop. They chose the Waste Free Christmas
workshop and found the tips and ideas very helpful and inspiring for their up-coming School
Christmas Market. I hope the market was a great success!

Achahoish Primary beach clean – big bundle of nets.
The Lochgilphead Cub Scout Group were keen participants for an evening of Marine Litter
themed games. We played the Limpets game then the teams battled it out on the Sea and
Learn floor mat game covering a range of reduce, reuse and recycle topics as well as general
marine knowledge. Finally we played the Fishing for Litter game based on the Fisherman in
Indonesia to learn about a plastic economy and test their maths skills. Well done pack and I’m
glad you remembered me when I later turned up at your schools for workshops there too!
Last but by no means least, the Mid Argyll Duke of Edinburgh Award Group allowed me to
sow the seeds of beach clean ideas in an evening session with the new Bronze Award
participants. I pitched the idea of adopting a beach and organising beach cleans and MCS
surveys for the Volunteer section of their Award. A couple of parents also attended the
meeting as they were interested to learn about the Beach Clean idea too. I am thrilled that at
least 2 participants to date have confirmed they plan to do this and I look forward to
supporting them in any way I can and encouraging them as an assessor of their hard work.
So a huge thank you to everyone who has participated so far, your enthusiasm and energy is
fantastic. I hope you have learned a lot and enjoyed yourselves as much as I’ve enjoyed
meeting you. I look forward to meeting many more of you in 2020 for even more fantastic
learning adventures.

Oban & Lorn (Shannon Lafferty)
Since beginning my post in September, I have had the opportunity to work with so many
schools and classes already! I have been so impressed with the knowledge of plastic pollution
and the actions already being taken to reduce plastic waste.
Park Primary School
My first school visit was to Park Primary School where I worked with
the Primary 5/4 class. The afternoon session included a beach rummage icebreaker, where everyone wanted a chance to stick their hand
into slimy seaweed, and pick a mystery item out. The highlight was the
volcanic rock, a remnant from when Oban was ruled by a volcanic
landscape. We then worked on the Plastic Timeline, which always
shocks the kids. What do you mean it takes 1 million years for glass to
degrade in the environment?! We got to make one small change in the
class too; stop using disposable plastic cups and always bring a water
bottle in!
Kilninver Primary School
I also got to cover the Plastic Timeline with Kilninver Primary classes P1-P7, and what
alternatives there might be that we can change in our everyday lives. They were full of stories
about the size of albatross and blue whales, which they had covered the previous term. We
thought about plastic bottles. How many plastic bottles would there be left at the end of the
week, if everyone left one in the playground at break time? How many would that be a year?
We would not be able to see the playground!
3rd Oban Guide Unit
Girlguiding UK were running a Future Girls Acts campaign on
plastic, which allowed units all over the UK to take part in the
challenge. I ran the activity for the 3rd Oban Guide Unit. The
guides had to create marine life out of recycling, to show how
much waste we create in just one week. There were penguins
made from milk cartons and jellyfish made out of plastic
bottles! We also covered the Plastic Timeline, with girls taking
their best guesses at how long their recyclables would take to
degrade if they weren’t properly disposed of.

Rockfield Primary School
Rockfield Primary School was my biggest set of classes yet, and I got to
visit them for two consecutive days. The classes ranged from P5-P7,
including the Gaelic medium classes. This time it was all about
Waste-Free Christmas. All of the wrapping paper which is not recycled
every year is enough to reach the moon! They could not believe that
some people did not keep their decorations for years and years, but
instead replaced them and threw their old ones away. They were set an
activity to draw a Christmas tree in groups, and on one side they had to
draw what was wasted at Christmas, and might not be recyclable either.
On the other half of the tree they thought about eco-friendly alternatives.
We thought of alternatives like making our own decorations, and
donating old toys to charities when they get new ones at Christmas.

Kilninver Primary School
To round off my first term I revisited Kilninver Primary School, where I got to trial
plastic-free wrapping. We used brown paper and no sellotape to wrap bamboo
keep cups which were kindly donated to The GRAB Trust from Scottish Sea
Farms. I started with the Primary 5-7 class, who absolutely smashed it. They
even decorated them with twine and paper curls, to make them look extra pretty.
Wrapping without sellotape is not easy! The older pupils loved it, and they were
not pleased that I was not going to try it with the P1-P4s, so they managed to
twist my arm! With a couple of helping hands, the P1-P4’s also managed the
origami folds to wrap their present, and decorated them with coloured pens and
paper. I must say, it was more successful than I expected it to be. There are
some talented gift wrappers hiding in Kilninver Primary if you are ever stuck!
My first few months with the GRAB Trust have been so rewarding, and the time I
get to spend in schools fills me with utter hope and joy. Everyone is so enthused
about helping the environment and making positive changes in their daily
routine. It has inspired me too! I am looking forward to more school visits in the
New Year, and the prospect of beach cleans in fair weather!
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Editorial submissions
Submissions are welcome. Please send your news to editor@grab.org.uk

All Project Workers are part-time so please note that they are not always
available to answer all queries in regard to beaches & marine litter issues.
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Disclaimer
Thanks for reading. Please note that all views expressed are not necessarily the views of The
GRAB Trust or the Argyll and Bute Beach Forum. We hope that you have enjoyed our e-bulletin.
We would like to hear from you and would appreciate any comments you may have about it.
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